MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS
CASE STUDIES

A 12 MONTH STRATEGY WAS
IMPLEMENTED FOR SAXON
SQUARE SHOPPING CENTRE
WITH THE FOLLOWING
OBJECTIVES.
Engaging content with regular frequency was created to
promote both brand and tenant messaging across all marketing
platforms, pinpointing key seasonal and lifestyle trends. Strong
relationships were made with the local press, including radio
stations, to ensure exciting, positive messages about the centre
were communicated. The medieval square at the centre of the
shopping centre played host to a diverse annual programme
of markets, events and seasonal activity against the stunning
backdrop of The Mayors Parlour.
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MAKE IT MONKS CROSS
A strong overarching campaign message was created which ran
across all activity and is consistent enough to drive consumer
recognition whilst being dynamic enough to adapt into seasonal,
tactical and digital activity.
Produced campaign messaging and creative artwork alongside
visual with the intention to strengthen the destination offer and
reengage the target customer at Monks Cross shopping Park
ahead of a multi-million pound redevelopment.

NEW

15%

INCREASE IN
WEBSITE VISITS

A GROWING ECONOMY
Working in partnership with Ipswich Borough Council we created the
All About Ipswich guide.
This online publication told the story of Ipswich, to visitors
and investors.
It described why it has been classed as one of the happiest places to live,
its stunning waterfront, the masses of green space, a growing economy
as well as a strong and diverse employment base. You could also find out
more about the great shopping offer, education, culture and excellent
transport connections and be sign posted to for further information.

THE BEST OF
TOWN AND COUNTRY
We created a new tourism brand and a comprehensive website for
Ipswich, the county town of Suffolk. A big part of the challenge was
understanding how Ipswich can work with the surrounding tourism
hotspots around the Suffolk Coast to create a richer experience
for people looking to visit the area. Our solution was to put the
customer first, providing information about those places and, where
necessary, signpost to other websites.

70%

648K
Visitors since
2014

110K
Outbound clicks
since 2014

of traffic from
organic search

To us Ipswich is a place where yachts grace the water,
where shops brim with character and there are acres of
space to enjoy. In our ‘We Know A Place’ campaign, an
elegant video was combined with stunning photography
to showcase the town. A social media whisper campaign
was used to create a buzz prior to launch and, when you
arrive, there’s a brilliant app to help you find your way
around and make the most of your visit.

OVER

125K
Video views

CASE STUDY: PLACE SHAPING & COLLABORATION

TAKING EVERYBODY ON THE
JOURNEY TO BECOMING EAST
ANGLIA’S WATERFRONT TOWN
Savills Place-shaping & marketing working with its client, Ipswich
Central, has brought together a range of local partners and
stakeholders with varying political allegiances and facilitated
united support for one clear vision for the town. A commitment
to turn the town around – a complete re-orientation of the
central urban area from its former east – west direction to a new
north – south axis. A new brand has been developed that has
changed the narrative around Ipswich. And this is being driven by
all of the Vision partners.

NEW

£3.5M
CORNHILL SQUARE

NEW

£150M
RIVER CROSSING

2,500
NEW HOMES
PLANNED FOR THE
CENTRAL CORE

In Whitehall circles, Ipswich is seen as an exemplar of urban regeneration –
and urban regeneration effected by localism. I would tip Ipswich as hot. Seriously
hot.
Jackie Sadek, Leading Government Advisor

CASE STUDY: SECURING ONGOING INVESTMENT

GENERATING £5MILLION OF
ADDITIONAL REVENUE
FOR NOTTINGHAM CITY CENTRE
We have been working with the Nottingham BID since 2011, positioning
Nottingham as a regional city with a national reputation. The
businesses of Nottingham gave their support to a second term for the
BID, generating £5million of additional investment in the city. Savills
Place-shaping & marketing is now in the process of working with the
PMO and the BID to create a single place brand for Nottingham that
can be adopted by all partners.
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48HRS OF FASHION
Due to its success, this vibrant event is now in its seventh year.
It’s all about bringing together the city’s fashion
retailers in a spectacular showcase, activating the brands and
inspiring shoppers, whilst positioning Nottingham as the fashion
capital of the East Midlands. We also used
technology to help the fashion show audiences find
where they can get their favourite looks.
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20%
Increase in sales at
M&S during the event

£21,000
Of sales attributed to
the event by Ted Baker
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£21,000
Of sales attributed to
the event by Ted Baker
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The itsinnottingham.com website showcases all of the great aspects of life in
Nottingham city centre. Our Taste Nottingham campaign created awareness of the
excellent food and drink offer available and drove business directly to the city’s bars
and restaurants.

TA I LO R E D TA S T E S
Visitors can easily refine their search criteria, whilst the site
builds intelligence through understanding their individual
preferences.
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THE RESULTS

CASE STUDY: ENGAGEMENT, CONSULTATION AND RESULTS

DRIVING LEEDS CITY CENTRE
FORWARD
Until recently, Leeds was the largest city in the UK not to have a BID
(Business Improvement District). We led a series of workshops and
business engagement consultations which resulted in a clear strategic
brief and produced the branding and collateral required to obtain a
‘YES’ vote from the businesses of the city to form a BID4Leeds.
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84%
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VOTED YES TO THE
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VOTED YES BY
RATEABLE
VALUE

FUN & GAMES

YOU’RE

ON-SEA
onSOUTHEND.COM
How do you get people to re-engage
with a place? Well, in Southend-On-Sea’s
case we combined a little retro chic with great
location photography to form the basis of a
stunning campaign that reminded people
what Southend is really all about.

252,000

110%
The year on year
increase in users

1.3
MILLION

The number of page views in 2017

Organic search
visits in 2017

creating distinctive, engaging
and enduring places; each
capable of extraordinary
experiences

